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Vibrational State Distribution of Na2
1 Ions Created in Ultracold Collisions
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The vibrational distributionPsyd of Na2
1 ions created in ultracold collisions in a magneto-optica

trap has been determined. Only two vibrational states withy  2 and3 are populated and we
find Ps2d  0.29 6 0.02 and Ps3d  0.71 6 0.02. The results provide conclusive evidence that th
ionization mechanism is photoassociative autoionization, and not photoassociative photoionization
will form a fundamental test for the theoretical description of the process. [S0031-9007(97)03028

PACS numbers: 33.80.Gj, 32.80.Pj, 33.20.Tp, 33.80.Eh
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In recent years various groups have employed opt
traps to study cold collisions at temperatures below 1 m
[1]. In most cases the collisions have been studied by
serving the loss of atoms from the trap; however, in so
cases the production of ions in cold collisions with alk
lis has been used as a direct probe of the reactions
This is possible, since in the case of Na two excited ato
have acquired enough energy to autoionize to Na2

1 at a
small internuclear distance. In cold collisions the co
sion time is longer than the lifetime of the excited sta
in which case the absorptions have to take place du
the collision in two, successive excitation steps. Th
studies have yielded a wealth of information on the int
mediate, singly excited states, since the second excita
step is believed to give no extra structure to the ionizat
signal [3–5]. However, the nature of the second step
mained unclear. In Ref. [3] direct photoionization of th
singly excited state to the ionic continuum is discussed
the second step in their high intensity, single color expe
ment. This process (see Fig. 1) we will refer to as pho
associative photoionization (PAPI). In Ref. [6] the tw
excitations were achieved using two colors and the int
sities and frequencies of the two colors could be vari
Using energy considerations it was found that the s
ond excitation step was to doubly excited states of N2,
followed by autoionization of the molecule at a small i
ternuclear distance. The same mechanism is discusse
Lett et al. in relation to their work on Condon oscilla
tions in the continuum [7]. We will refer to this proces
as photoassociative autoionization (PAAI). Although t
PAPI and PAAI processes yield the same reaction pr
ucts (Na21 and e2), the physics of the two ionization
mechanisms is very different. Since no final state de
tion has been made in both experiments no definite
signment of the second step can be made.

To resolve this problem one has to analyze the reac
products. This can be done either by detecting the ene
spectrum of the emitted electrons or by detecting the
brational distribution of the produced ions. These tw
methods are comparable and yield similar informatio
The outcome of such an analysis would be very differ
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for the PAPI process compared to the PAAI process.
the first case transitions can occur to all vibrational sta
which are energetically allowed and their relative popu
tions depend on the Franck-Condon overlap between
molecular singly excited state and the electronic grou
state of Na21. In the PAAI process the population of th
vibrational states depends on the crossing of the poten
curve of the doubly excited states with the ionic grou
state potential. If this crossing is energetically close
the classical turning point of the doubly excited state, it
to be expected that only one or two vibrational states
populated, since the kinetic energy is extremely small
cold collisions. An analysis of the vibrational state distr
bution of the formed Na21 ion would therefore provide an
excellent means to distinguish between the two poss
mechanisms. Such an analysis could in principle be p
formed by measuring the kinetic energy distribution of t
emitted electrons. However, since the emitted electro
have energies of the order of 30 meV, electron energy
tection in an optical trap with large external fields (optica
magnetic) is not easily realized.

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the mechanisms leading
molecular ion formation in cold collisions of excited Na atom
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3089
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In this work we report on the first determination of th
vibrational state distributionPsyd in Na2

1 ions produced
in ultracold collisions. For the cooling and trapping
the atoms we use a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [8]. T
method applied is based on the wavelength depend
photodissociation of Na21 ions:

Na2
1sX2S1

g ; y, Jd 1 hn ! Na2
1s12S1

u d

! Na1 1 Nas3sd 1 DEkin ,
(1)

wherey andJ are the vibrational and rotational quantu
numbers of the Na21 ionic ground state, respectively
hn is the photon energy of the dissociating laser, a
DEkin the kinetic energy of the fragments as a res
of the photodissociation. Previously, this method h
been successfully applied to Na2

1 ions produced through
associative ionization in collisions in thermal beams [
and is described in detail by Blangéet al. [10]. Since the
ions formed in the collisions are extracted from the MO
with a weak electric field to the detection chamber, t
detection process does not interfere with the cooling a
trapping of the atoms.

The setup for the MOT has been described before
Molenaaret al. [6]. Briefly, atoms are cooled and trappe
from a background pressure of sodium in a vapor c
[11] to temperatures in the order of200 mK and densities
of 1010 atomsycm3. To avoid trapping of the population
in the wrong hyperfine ground state during the cooli
process [8], sidebands are generated on the cooling l
with an electro-optical modulator (EOM) and the tw
first order sidebands are used to cool and repump.
EOM frequency is 860 MHz and the first sidebands bo
contain 34% of the total irradiance. The cooling las
beam is split up into three counterpropagating pairs
beams that intersect at the center of the vacuum cham
filled with sodium vapor with a background pressu
of 5 3 1028 Torr. Two solenoids outside the chamb
generate a quadrupole magnetic field with a gradient
20 Gaussycm in the trap region. We observe cooling an
trapping of atoms when the laser frequencies are tune
the D2 line of sodium (32S1y2 ! 32P3y2) slightly red of
the atomic hyperfine transitionsF  2 ! F  3 andF 
1 ! F  2 (type I MOT) or the transitionsF  1 !
F  0 andF  2 ! F  2 (type II MOT), as described
before [8,12]. The cooling occurs via the first transitio
mentioned, whereas the excitation via the second transi
prevents the optical trapping of the atoms in the (wron
F  1 or F  2 ground states, respectively. In the type
MOT the cloud of cold atoms is larger (about 2.5 m
diameter versus 0.3 mm for type I), whereas the den
is only a factor of 2 smaller. Therefore the type II MO
produces more Na21 ions (ø80 times) than the type I
MOT. The measurements reported in this Letter we
performed for the type II MOT; however, similar resul
have been obtained for the type I MOT.

To extract and dissociate the Na2
1 ions from the trap

the electrode configuration shown in Fig. 2 is used.
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design is similar to the electrode system described
Blangéet al. [10]. The electrodes E1 and E2 surroundin
the atom cloud pull the Na2

1 ions into the electrode
system where they are subsequently accelerated up
100 eV, and by means of the deflectors D1 and D2 a
a lens L1 directed through the dissociating laser bea
In the dissociation volume typically a fraction1023 of
the molecular ions is dissociated producing fragment io
with a kinetic energy of 40–60 eV in the lab frame. Th
spread in the kinetic energy is the result of the rec
energy released in the dissociation which is typica
0.65 eV in the center of mass frame. Electrostatic lens
focuses the ions and deflector D3 separates the fragm
ions from the molecular ions and directs the Na1 (or the
Na2

1) ions to the channel electron multiplier. Because
the transverse spread of the ions the detection efficie
hNa1 of the fragment ions will be smaller than th
detection efficiencyhNa2

1 of the Na21 ions. To determine
the absolute value of the photodissociation cross sect
only the ratio h  hNa1yhNa2

1 is needed and this is
estimated by comparing the signal of the narrow Na2

1

image on the detector with the signal in the case of a Na2
1

beam which is expanded by means of electrostatic lens
up to the expected size of the fragment ion image. W
find h ø 0.57 6 0.11. The uncertainty in this procedure
mainly determines the uncertainty in the measurement
the absolute value of the photodissociation cross sectio

Since the detection efficiencies do not change sign
cantly during an experimental session (about 8 hours)
wavelength dependence of the cross section during a
sion is much better determined. It is only the waveleng
dependence of the photodissociation yield which is need
in the determination of the vibrational state populatio

FIG. 2. Schematic overview of the experimental setup. T
dotted line in the electrode system represents a typical Na2

1 ion
trajectory. Note that the channel electron multiplier is plac
off axis.
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The experiment was done using three different dyes
and the spectal lines of the Ar1 laser.

As input for the data analysis we use the photodissoc
tion cross section as a function of wavelengthl for the ac-
cessible rovibrational levels as calculated by Rudolphet al.
[13] using ab initio potentials for Na21. The 12S1

u po-
tential reached in the excitation from theX2S1

g state is
strongly repulsive, and the electronic transition moment
only a slowly varying function of the internuclear distanc
[13]. This results in a so-called reflection of the vibration
wave function of the initial state as a function of the wav
length of the dissociating laser, resulting in a form of th
cross section resembling the ionic ground state vibratio
wave function. The sum of the calculated cross sectio
sysld with the populationsPsyd of the vibrational states
as weighting parameters is fitted to the measured total p
todissociation yieldsPDsld according to

sPDsld 
X
y

Psydsysld . (2)

Only the vibrational states withy # 3 are energetically ac-
cessible. For the extremely low collision energy availab
in this experiment the rotational excitation of the Na2

1 ion
is not high enough to influence significantly the photodi
sociation cross section [10]. For the final analysis a ro
tional state distribution was taken into account proportion
to the degeneracy2J 1 1 of the rotational levels up to the
energetically allowed maximum rotation quantum numb
Jmax [9]. Fitting procedures assuming all rotational popu
lation in theJ  0 states or in the maximum energeticall
attainable rotational stateJ  Jmax gave within62% the
same vibrational state populationsPsyd.

Figure 3 shows the measured photodissociation cr
section as a function of the wavelength. The sol
line represents a least-squares fit of the calcula
spectrum to the experimental data with the relati
populationsPs1d Ps3d as free parameters. After nor
malization the resulting vibrational state distributio
is Ps1d  0.003 6 0.016, Ps2d  0.291 6 0.022, and
Ps3d  0.706 6 0.022. In the experimental data the
four maxima that are characteristic for they  3 state
are clearly present. The population of they  2 state
is clearly seen through the nonzero photodissociat
cross section at the three minima. The fact that out
four energetically allowed vibrational states only two a
populated is strong evidence for the PAAI mechanism
be the dominant one. It can furthermore be conclud
that the active doubly excited molecular potential cur
involved has to cross theX2Sg ground state potential
of Na2

1 close to the classical outer turning point of th
y  3 state.

To definitely rule out the PAPI process we have ca
culated the branching ratios for the PAPI process, whi
are in the Franck-Condon approximation proportional
the overlap between the vibrational wave functions
the singly excited intermediate states of Na2 and those
of the Na21 electronic ground state. Long range vibra
9]
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FIG. 3. Measured dissociation spectrum and least-squares
(solid line) of the experimental data to the calculated spectrum
The dashed lines show the contributions of the variou
vibrational states to the fit. The error bars on the experimen
data represent the statistical uncertainty. The systematic er
in the absolute value of the cross sections isø20%.

tional states in the intermediate state such as the02
g state

previously identified [3,6] with a classical inner turning
point of more than50a0 lead to no appreciable Franck-
Condon overlap, and therefore do not lead to PAPI. Sho
range states such as the1g state have, however, a sig-
nificant vibrational overlap with all the lower vibrational
levels of the electronic ionic ground state and could lea
to PAPI. For example, they  100 state of the1g

state, which is only bound with0.25 cm21, has rela-
tive branching ratios of 0.032, 0.263, 0.541, and 0.164 f
transitions to they  0 3 vibrational levels of theX2S1

g
state of Na21, respectively. Similar Franck-Condon pat
terns are found for other highly excited vibrational level
of the1g state. This is to be expected, since the electron
part of the transition matrix element is a smooth and slow
varying function of the final electron energy and the inte
nuclear distance [13]. Since this distribution is in clea
disagreement with the measured distribution we can ru
out the PAPI process as the main mechanism leading
ionization in ultracold collisions under the conditions in
our experiment.

The dominance of the PAAI process over the PAP
process is ultimately determined by the different cross se
tion for the two processes. Based on our recent calcu
tions for photoionization from the ground state of Na2 [13]
and the cross sections for the associative ionization proc
[14] it is found that the PAAI process should be dominan
if energetically allowed. This is in agreement with the
earlier estimates of Macholmet al. [15] where the PAAI
mechanism is also found to be dominant.

The uncertainty inPsyd is determined solely by the
discrepancy between the measurement and the theoret
calculation. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the experiment
3091
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values tend to be displaced with respect to the theoret
curve by a few nm. This discrepancy is also clear
we consider the reducedx2 of the fitting process, for
which we expect a value close to 1 for a good fit, b
which is 10.33 in our case. Inclusion of thePs0d in the
fitting procedure did not improve the reducedx2, nor
did it influence significantly the population of the othe
states. It did lead to a slightly negative population ofPs0d
which is unphysical. ThereforePs0d was retained at 0. A
shift in wavelength of 3 nm corresponds to a shift in th
potential curves of only 10 meV or equivalently in a shi
in the internuclear distance of only0.015a0, which is well
within in the accuracy of theab initio calculated potential
curves. This underlines that our method when applied
cold collisions is a very sensitive probe for the molecul
potentials involved.

Previous measurements of the vibrational state popu
tion in Na2

1 ions produced via associative ionization i
a thermal beam have been reported at mean collision
ergiesEc  10 and25 meV, which are 4 orders of mag-
nitude larger than in the MOT [9]. They also showed
pronounced population ofy  3 [Ps3d  0.55 and0.33,
respectively]. This indicates that the ionization proce
determining the ionic vibrational distribution in cold col
lisions occurs via the same molecular potential curve as
the associative ionization process at thermal energies.

Apart from the wavelength dependence of the photod
sociation cross section, we can also make a compari
between experiment and theory for the absolute ph
todissociation cross section. Atl  630 nm we mea-
sure a photodissociation cross section ofsPD  s0.95 6

0.13d 3 10220 m2, whereas the calculated cross sectio
for this wavelength is0.873 3 10220 m2 using the vibra-
tional distribution given above. This agreement betwe
theory and experiment is much better than in previous st
ies of the photodissociation cross sections of Na2

1 [10,16],
which report experimental cross sections which are a f
tor of 2 and 3 smaller than the theoretical predictions [17

In summary, using our recently developed photodiss
ciation method we have found that the vibrational ener
distribution in Na21 ions extracted from a sodium MOT is
dominated by the population in they  2 (0.29 6 0.02)
andy  3 (0.71 6 0.02) vibrational states. These result
agree with an extrapolation of results obtained in the lo
thermal regime with mean collision energies of 10 an
25 meV. The theoretical calculation of the photodiss
ciation cross section via theX2S1

g ! 12S1
u transition is

confirmed by experiment, both in absolute value and t
wavelength dependence. The high precision of the m
surements provides a challenge to improve the theoret
calculations of the wavelength dependent photodissoc
tion cross section even further. The obtained informati
on the molecular potential curve responsible for autoio
ization can be used to gain further insight in the dynam
and molecular symmetries involved in collisions betwe
ultracold Na atoms. The application of our method
3092
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experiments with two-color excitations [6] allows for a
control of the relevant excitation steps in the reactio
mechanism and can, in this sense, be considered as a c
plete experiment on photoassisted collisions between tw
sodium atoms in the cold collision regime.
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